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GLOSSARY
The following terms are used throughout this document:
Term

Definition

Dangerous Goods

Any product, substance, organism included by its nature or by
the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulation (TDGR)
in any of the classes listed in the schedule provided in the
Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act (TDGA).

Domestic Waste

Also called a household waste, which can include garbage or
rubbish and normally originates in a private home (i.e. food
waste, paper, cardboard, etc.).

Empty Container

A container that has been emptied, to the greatest extent
possible, using regular handling procedures, but its contents
shall not exceed 3% of the containers original capacity or 2
litres, whichever is less. This does not include containers
which previously contained mercury or class 2.3(Compressed
Gas (Toxic)), 5.1(Oxidizing Substances), or 6.1(Poisonous
Substances) materials of TDGR.

Generator

The owner or person in control of managing a waste at the
time it is generated or a facility that generates waste.

Hazardous Waste

A waste which, because of its quantity, concentration, or
characteristics, may be harmful to human health or the
environment when improperly treated, stored, transported, or
disposed (i.e. flashpoint < 60, pH <2 or >12, leachable BTEX,
etc.).

Imperial Oil Approved Third
Party Waste Receiver

A waste receiver/facility that has undergone an Imperial Oil
audit and is approved for use by Imperial Oil facilities.

Imperial Oil Environmental
Services (IOES)

A group within Imperial Oil, formerly referred to as Surplus
Property Management (SPM), responsible for Abandonment
and Restoration Activities.

Inert Waste

A solid waste that does not exhibit hazardous properties
and/or has no potential to cause adverse effects (i.e.
construction waste).

In-Situ

In place or in position.
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Non-Hazardous Waste

An oil field waste that does not exhibit hazardous properties.
This means non-hazardous waste would have a flashpoint >
60, pH between 2 - 12, and no leachable BTEX, etc.

Receiver

A facility that is to receive a quantity of waste. The receiver
may also be referred to as a consignee.

Sewage

All toilet waste (black-water) and greywater (i.e. wastewater
from hand washing, etc.).

Third Party Waste Contractor or
Transporter

A contract company that provides Imperial Oil with waste
management support. An example of this may include a
transporter, or company that provides waste manifest tracking
support.

Treatment or Treat

The handling or processing of a hazardous or non-hazardous
waste in such a manner as to physically separate solids from
liquids or to change the physical, chemical, or biological
character of the waste in order to reduce potential hazards;
and/or the volume.

Well Servicing

Maintenance performed on a well (after the well has been
completed) to maintain or improve production rates.

Waste

Any garbage, debris, chemical, or other material to be used,
stored, disposed of, or handled on land, and also as defined in
section 2 of the Northwest Territories Waters Act 1.

1 Waste” (Section 2, NWT Waters Act, 1992) is defined as:
(a) any substance that, if added to water, would degrade or alter or form part of a process of degradation or alteration of the quality of the water
to an extent that is detrimental to its use by people or by any animal, fish or plant, or
(b) water that contains a substance in such a quantity or concentration, or that has been so treated, processed or changed, by heat or other
means, that it would, if added to any other water, degrade or alter or form part of a process of degradation or alteration of the quality of that
water to the extent described in paragraph (a),
and, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, includes
(c) any substance or water that, for the purposes of the Canada Water Act, is deemed to be Waste,
(d) any substance or class of substances prescribed by regulations made under subparagraph 33(1)(b)(i),
(e) water that contains any substance or class of substances in a quantity or concentration that is equal to or greater than a quantity or
concentration prescribed in respect of that substance or class of substances by regulations made under subparagraph 33(1)(b)(ii), and
(f) water that has been subjected to a treatment, process or change prescribed by regulations made under subparagraph 33(1)(b)(iii).
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
AB

Alberta

A&R

Abandonment and Restoration; Abandonment and Reclamation

BTEX

Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, and Xylenes

CAPP

Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers

CCME

Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment

CEPA

Canadian Environmental Protection Act

COGOA

Canada Oil and Gas Operations Act

CR

Control Room

CPF

Central Processing Facility

DFO

Department of Fisheries and Oceans

EPI

Environmental Performance Indicator

EPS

Environmental Protection Service

ERP

Emergency Response Plan

GNWT

Government of the Northwest Territories

IOR

Imperial Oil Resources

MASL

Metres Above Sea Level

MSDS

Material Safety Data Sheet

MVLWB

Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board

MVRMA

Mackenzie Valley Resources Management Act

NEB

National Energy Board

NORM

Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material

NWO

Norman Wells Operations

NT

Northwest Territories (postal abbreviation)

NWT

Northwest Territories

PCB

Polychlorinated biphenyl

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

ROW

Right of Way

SCARP

Spill Contingency and Response Plan

SLWB

Sahtu Land and Water Board
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SSHE

Safety, Security, Health, and Environment

STF

Soil Treatment Facility

T

Tonne

TDG

Transportation of Dangerous Goods

TDGA

Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act

TDGR

Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulation

WHMIS

Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System

WMP

Waste Management Plan
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1

INTRODUCTION
Norman Wells Operations (NWO), owned and operated by Imperial Oil
Resources N.W.T. Limited (IOR), is an upstream oil and gas facility located
approximately 700 km northwest of Yellowknife, Northwest Territories (NT).
Operations include a central processing facility, which receives production from
mainland, along the north-eastern shore of the Mackenzie River, natural islands
(Goose Island, Bear Island, and Frenchy’s Island), and six artificial islands.
IOR holds a Type A Water Licence, S03L1-001 (renewal and consolidation of
Licence S99L-003), which was approved by the Sahtu Land and Water Board
(SLWB) in August 2004. The S03L1-001 water licence is used to regulate the use
of water resources and the deposits of waste as they pertain to IOR. In August
2013, IOR will be applying to renew Water Licence S03L1-001.
The Norman Wells Operations Waste Management Plan (WMP) has been revised
in preparation for IOR’s water licence renewal application. The plan was
developed in accordance with Imperial Oil’s Environmental Standards and the
Mackenzie Valley Land and Water Board’s (MVLWB) guiding document titled,
Guidelines for Developing a Waste Management Plan. The WMP is to serve as a
resource document and field guide for waste management on site. The purpose of
this WMP is to support daily operations in a manner that ensures waste is properly
managed, minimizing safety hazards and adverse environmental effects.
The effects that the NWO may have on the environment, and on the social,
economic, and cultural well-being of the residents of nearby communities have
been addressed in IOR’s 2013 Type A Water Licence Application to SLWB
(renewal of Licence No. S03L1-001) under Sections 4 (Socio—Economic and
Environmental Setting).
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1.1

Company Information
Norman Wells Operations:
The facility is referred to as Norman Wells Operations (NWO) which is located at
Latitude 650 17' N., Longitude 126 0 51' W., in Norman Wells, NT. The facility is
owned and operated by:
Imperial Oil Resources N.W.T. Limited,
Bag 5000, 1001 Canol Drive,
Norman Wells, Northwest Territories
X0E 0V0, Canada
Head Office:
Imperial Oil Limited
237 Fourth Avenue S.W.
Calgary, Alberta
T2P 3M9, Canada
Waste Management Contacts for NWO:
Norman Wells Operations Site Contacts:
Nikole Andres, Environmental and Regulatory Advisor
Safety, Security, Health, and Environment
Imperial Oil Resources
Office: (867) 587-3215
Lindsay Hollands, Operations and Environmental Support Technician
Norman Wells Operations
Imperial Oil Resources
Office: (867) 587-3166
Corporate Contact:
Haidar Moubayed, Waste Technologist
Safety, Security, Health and Environment
Imperial Oil Resources
Office: (403) 766-1391
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1.2

Effective Date of the Plan
The Norman Wells Operations Waste Management Plan is effective as of August
2013. This plan is designed for IOR personnel associated with the NWO. It was
developed in accordance with the MVLWB Guidelines for Developing a Waste
Management Plan and Imperial Oil’s internal standards.

1.3

Corporate Need and Policies
The following section outlines Imperial Oil’s environmental and safety policies
and how these policies relate to waste management.

1.3.1 Corporate Need for a Waste Management Plan
Imperial Oil is committed to continuous efforts to improve environmental
performance throughout its activities and fully supports the implementation of
waste management plans throughout its operations.
Efforts to reduce the amount of waste generated have a direct safety,
environmental, and economic benefit. Anticipated benefits of establishing and
implementing a waste management plan include:
•

An increased emphasis on source reduction.

•

An improved understanding of the wastes generated in current operations.

•

Easy access to clear guidance on the recommended waste management
option(s).

•

Limiting liability exposure for the company as a result of proper waste
handling, treatment, and disposal.

•

Highlighting areas where waste minimization could be more effective.

The environmental and safety policies of Imperial Oil that support the need for a
waste management plan are listed in the next two sections.
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1.3.2 Environmental Policy
It is the policy of Imperial Oil to conduct their business in a manner that is
compatible with the balanced environmental and economic needs of the
communities in which they operate. Imperial Oil is committed to continuous
efforts to improve environmental performance throughout their operations.
Accordingly, the Imperial Oil policy is to:
•

comply with all applicable environmental laws and regulations, and apply
responsible standards where laws and regulations do not exist

•

encourage respect for the environment, emphasize every employee's responsibility
for environmental performance, and foster appropriate operating practices and
training

•

work with government and industry groups to foster timely development of
effective environmental laws and regulations based on sound science and
considering of risks, costs and benefits, including effects on energy and product
supply

•

manage their business with the goal of preventing incidents and of controlling
emissions and wastes to below harmful levels; design, operate, and maintain
facilities to this end

•

respond quickly and effectively to incidents resulting from their operations, in
cooperation with industry organizations and authorized government agencies

•

conduct and support research to improve understanding of the impact of their
business on the environment, to improve methods of environmental protection,
and to enhance their capability to make operations and products compatible with
the environment

•

communicate with the public on environmental matters, and share their
experience with others to facilitate improvements in industry performance

•

undertake appropriate reviews and evaluations of their operations to measure
progress and to foster compliance with this policy.
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1.3.3 Safety Policy
It is the policy of Imperial Oil to conduct their business in a manner that protects
the safety of employees, others involved in their operations, customers and the
public. The companies will strive to prevent all accidents, injuries and
occupational illnesses through the active participation of every employee. The
companies are committed to continuous efforts to identify and eliminate or
manage safety risks associated with their activities.
Accordingly, the company’s policy is to:
•

design and maintain facilities, establish management systems, provide training
and conduct operations in a manner that safeguards people and property

•

respond quickly, effectively and with care to emergencies or accidents
resulting from their operations, in cooperation with industry organizations and
authorized government agencies

•

comply with all applicable laws and regulations, and apply responsible
standards where laws and regulations do not exist

•

work with government agencies and others to develop responsible laws,
regulations and standards based on sound science and consideration of risk

•

conduct and support research to extend knowledge about the safety effects of
their operations, and promptly apply significant findings and, as appropriate,
share them with employees, contractors, government agencies and others who
might be affected

•

stress to all employees, contractors and others working on the companies’
behalf their responsibility and accountability for safe performance on the job
and encourage safe behavior off the job

•

undertake appropriate reviews and evaluations of their operations to measure
progress and to foster compliance with this policy.
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1.4

Site Overview
The following sections describe the operations, site location, physical site
characteristics, and site limitations. It also identifies current waste storage and
treatment locations at NWO.

1.4.1 Site Location and Description of Operations
NWO produces oil from wells drilled in the vicinity of the Town of Norman
Wells. The oil bearing reservoir lies largely under the Mackenzie River at depths
ranging from 320 meters to 625 meters. Within the operation, there are active
production and injection wells connected through a flowline network to a Central
Processing Facility (CPF).
Producing wells are located on the Mainland, the Natural Islands (Goose, Bear,
and Frenchy’s), and the Artificial Islands (1-Rayuka, 2-Rampart, 3-Dehcho, 4Ekwe, 5-Iteh K’ee and 6-Little Bear). The site produces a single commercial
product, crude oil. All production is received at the CPF, where it is processed for
shipment via the Enbridge pipeline to Alberta. No refining is conducted on-site.
1.4.2 Physical Site Characteristics
Elevations at NWO range from approximately 50 to 70 meters above sea level
(masl). The Mackenzie River in the Norman Wells area flows in a westnorthwesterly direction past the town of Norman Wells.
Beneath recent glacial and post-glacial sediments in the Mackenzie Valley are the
Cretaceous and Devonian-aged Imperial and Canol Formations (Figure A). The
Imperial Formation comprises of interbedded sandstones, siltstones, and shales
and is underlain by the Canol Formations. The fractured shale is highly
bituminous, and is the interval with which the original oil discovery was made.
Below the highly bituminous interval, is up to 100 meters of oil saturated reef
limestone, known as the Kee Scarp Formation. The contact between the
formations forms a stratigraphic trap reservoir (accumulates oil), the source of the
oil extracted by NWO.
Local folding and fracturing of the shales, siltstones and sandstones overlying the
oil saturated Kee Scarp has resulted in natural seepages at ground surface.
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Figure A:

Detail of the Main Hydrocarbon Reservoir
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The presence of discontinuous permafrost in the area has a strong influence on
local groundwater flow patterns. Ice lenses and the low conductivity associated
with frozen soil in the subsurface act as barriers to groundwater movement. Two
groundwater bearing intervals have been identified in the Norman Wells
Operational area, a shallow discontinuous interval and a deeper unconfined
interval.
Permafrost is defined as ground that remains below 0° Celsius continuously for
several years. The Norman Wells area lies in a zone of discontinuous permafrost,
where typical maximum permafrost thickness ranges from 50 to 65 m. Permafrost
in the Norman Wells area is not uncommon and is regularly encountered at IOR’s
NWO beneath roads and other locations. Significant differences in permafrost
depth and thickness are evident, based on both non-intrusive (geophysical survey)
and intrusive (borehole) investigations. In some areas, extensive unfrozen zones
within the permafrost (taliks) have developed, separating the permafrost into ice
lenses.
In addition to the information provided above, an environmental description of the
NWO site can be found in Section 4 of IOR’s 2013 Type A Water Licence
Application to the SLWB (renewal of Licence No. S03L1-001). This includes
information on surface and subsurface characteristics, site water management, and
geotechnical characteristics.
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1.4.3 Site Access
The Town of Norman Wells is accessible daily by commercial air service, barge
service in summer, and a winter road during winter. The remote location limits
the means of waste transportation to an IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver to specific times of the year. Generally, at least one shipment of solid
waste is sent to an IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver per year.
1.4.4 Site Map
The NWO currently has active waste storage and treatment locations including
the following:
•

Hazardous Waste Storage Yard

•

Soil Treatment Facility (i.e. biocell)

•

F-31X Treatment and Injection Facility

•

Well Servicing Tank (located in the Well Services Yard)

These locations can be found on the map depicting current and historical waste
storage and treatment locations (Appendix A).
Temporary soil containment cells are another type of active storage due to recent
spill clean-up activities on site. Temporary scrap metal piles result due to
economic viability for shipment and disposal of scrap metal. Since these storage
areas are temporary, locations are subject to change and are not included in
Appendix A.
There are also a number of historic waste storage and treatment locations such as
sumps, in-situ soil remediation sites, and a land farm (Appendix A).
Additional details on the active and historic waste storage and treatment locations
can be found in sections five to seven of this WMP.
1.5

Job Aids and Training
An on-line set of job aids, check lists and guiding documents, referred to as the
Environmental Toolbox, are maintained by Imperial Oil’s Environment and
Regulatory Group. This toolbox is available to all employees and selected
contractors. The intent of the Environmental Toolbox is to improve
communication on environmental issues and to provide standardization of
environmental procedures and practices across all Imperial Oil operating areas.
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The Environmental Toolbox is divided into subject matters. Each subject matter,
including “waste”, has been assigned an owner. It is the owner’s responsibility to
ensure that the tools are relevant and up to date. Contact information for the
subject matter expert (i.e. expert in air, water, waste, etc.) is made readily
available so that users may contact them should more information be required.
The Environmental Toolbox includes a section on waste where many of the tools
and job aids discussed in this WMP can be found.
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2
2.1

WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN OVERVIEW
Purpose
The purpose of this WMP is to support daily operations in a manner that ensures
waste is properly managed, minimizing safety hazards, and adverse
environmental effects. It serves as a resource document and field guide by
providing information for IOR personnel who work with waste, to safely and
effectively execute waste related activities. It also intends to highlight the
continued opportunity to improve the efficiency of waste management.
The plan outlines the overall on-site waste management standards for both
hazardous and non-hazardous waste. It also includes information on waste types
generated by NWO. For each waste type, specific information regarding
designation, potential classification, storage, treatment, recycling, final disposal,
and worker safety and exposure issues are provided in the NWO Waste
Information Table (Appendix B).

2.2

Scope
This WMP describes how waste is managed at NWO. Compared to many other
conventional oil and gas facilities, NWO is unique due to its location and
logistical challenges. Options for management of waste in the NT are currently
limited, posing a challenge to effective waste management. Transportation of
waste for treatment and/or disposal to out of territory locations is often necessary
and contributes to a significant portion of waste management costs.
The WMP addresses the management of the following categories:
• solid waste
• liquid waste
• semi-solid waste and miscellaneous
The following subjects are not included in the scope of this WMP:
• air emissions
• noise
• groundwater
For procedures concerning spill and emergency response, please refer to the sitespecific Emergency Response Plan (ERP) and Spill Contingency and Response
Plan (SCARP), section 18 of IOR’s 2013 Type A Water Licence Application to
the SLWB (renewal of Licence No. S03L1-001).
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2.3

Intended Audience
The WMP has been developed for IOR personnel only. Primary audiences for this
document are the management, employees and contractors involved in waste
management on site (i.e. project execution, waste generation, waste shipment,
etc.).
Upon implementation, the plan can be used for:
•
•
•

2.4

resource material for ongoing training of IOR personnel;
assisting in ongoing compliance and environmental protection; and
evaluating and monitoring current waste management practices.

Goals, Objectives, and Guiding Principles
The waste management goals for NWO are to:
•
•

•
•
•
•

define waste processes, key responsibilities, and management controls
streamline on-site waste management techniques that eliminate or reduce
environmental, land use, and social impacts as much as reasonably
possible
eliminate the offloading of waste to any unapproved IOR Third Party
Waste Receiver
complete waste manifest stewardship in which all manifests are reconciled
utilize best management practices to reduce and/or eliminate waste
document the uncertainties, potential issues and opportunities that can be
used as the basis for improving waste management strategies

The guiding principles used to develop the WMP include:
•
•
•
•

meet regulatory and company waste management requirements
educate on-site personnel on the importance of both daily and long-term
waste management
eliminate communication gaps surrounding waste management on site
implement and sustain environmental best practices for waste management
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2.5

Regulatory Considerations
In the NT, the federal government, territorial government, and regulatory bodies
all share responsibility for regulating waste management through various
legislation and regulations. A summary of these requirements can be found in the
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers’ guide titled Oilfield Waste
Management in the Northwest Territories.
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3
3.1

WASTE MANGEMENT APPROACH
Waste Management Process
The general waste management process, as outlined below, is followed for all
Imperial Oil operating areas. Six key steps include:
1. Generation
2. Characterization and Classification
3. Storage
4. Documentation (e.g., on-site inventory, waste inspections, transporter
inspections)
5. Transportation (e.g., on or off-site)
6. Final Treatment or Disposal

3.2

Waste Management Hierarchy
IOR takes an integrated systems approach to waste management, combining
several alternative waste management methods. In most cases, no single approach
is capable of meeting operational needs due to the:
•

diversity of the waste streams,

•

disparity in available infrastructure in the region, and

•

the geographic and geologic conditions.

The WMP has been developed in accordance with the preferred waste
management hierarchy (Figure B). The hierarchy reflects the waste management
options in order of preference, source reduction being the most preferred method
followed by reuse, recycle, recovery, treat, and disposal.
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Figure B:

Preferred Waste Management Hierarchy
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4
4.1

WASTE CLASSIFICATION
Waste Types
A list of waste types that are currently generated by NWO is provided in the
NWO Waste Information Table (Appendix B).

4.2

Other Types of Waste
The following section describes waste types which may not appear in the NWO
Waste Information Table (Appendix B), but are to be specifically included in this
plan as per the MVLWB guideline.

4.2.1 Non-Impacted Trees, Brush and Overburden
Clearing of trees and brush is conducted at NWO for the purpose of accessing
right-of-ways (ROW) and for surveillance activities.
NWO has an agreement that non-impacted trees and brush, and untreated wood
and mixed wood may be taken to the Town of Norman Wells landfill upon
permission from the Town of Norman Wells Utility Manager. It is the
responsibility of IOR to contact the Town of Norman Wells Utility Manager for
permission and conditions required for approval.
No trees, brush, or wood are burned on the NWO lease.
IOR does not routinely remove overburden at NWO. IOR does not define
overburden as a waste type, as it is stored and used for future restoration work.
4.2.2 Drilling Waste
The terms and conditions regulating IOR disposal of drilling waste are set out in
the IOR Type A Water Licence S03L1-001 (as amended). A summary of all
drilling activity and disposal of drilling waste is provided in the Annual Water
Use Report that IOR submits to the SLWB each year. The last drilling program
took place in 2008-2009.
At this time, there is no planned drilling activity for NWO.
4.2.3 Domestic Garbage
Domestic garbage refers to waste (i.e., trash) generated by personnel at the NWO
from garbage bins in offices and common rooms. Waste types may include paper
products, office stationary, and food. Similar to most office facilities, garbage
bins are collected and compiled into large bins (blue in color) and collected by a
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local contractor that is hired by IOR. Smaller garbage bins are available at most
field locations (e.g., island locations), although personnel are encouraged to bring
their domestic waste back with them at the end of each shift for appropriate
disposal.
The Town of Norman Wells maintains a site (the town landfill) for the disposal of
domestic garbage originating within the Town. IOR holds a business licence
(Licence No. 2013-01) from the Town which is renewed yearly. As a business,
per Town of Norman Wells Bylaw No. 04-21, IOR makes our own financial and
equipment arrangements for domestic garbage collection and removal to the
Town’s landfill. Similarly, per Town of Norman Wells Bylaw No. 12-30, sewage
is collected several times a week by a local contractor hired by IOR and then
disposed of at the Town of Norman Wells sewage lagoon.
4.3

Profiling
The NWO Waste Information Table (Appendix B) profiles each waste type
generated by IOR and provides detailed information on each waste. It should be
referenced by all IOR personnel prior to and throughout each job where waste is
encountered.
Waste profile information includes the following:
•

Waste Description: a brief description of a waste type (i.e. oily rags). It
highlights information (i.e. source and physical description) to help
personnel classify specific waste types.

•

Designation: identifies waste type as hazardous and/or non-hazardous.

•

Storage On-Site: indicates the appropriate storage method(s) on-site for
each waste type.

•

Treatment and Recycling On-Site: indicates treatment and recycling
methods used for each waste type.

•

Final Disposal: identifies the final receiver of NWO waste, such as the
Norman Wells Recycling Depot, or an IOR Third Party Waste Receiver.

•

Worker Exposure, Safety Issues and Potential Environmental Effects:
identifies potential worker exposure and safety concerns, most probable
worker exposure routes, recommended personal protective equipment, and
potential environmental effects.
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4.4

Common Waste Type Volumes
Waste types listed in the following table (Table A) are those waste types that are
most commonly generated on site that are shipped to IOR Approved Third Party
Waste Receiver’s for treatment and/or disposal. It does not include waste types
that are treated on site such as soil in the biocell. The table is broken down to
show a yearly volume comparison. All volumes are measured in metric tonnes (T)
unless otherwise stated. Volumes are variable depending on the activities on site
(i.e. turnaround, spill clean-ups, seasonal variability, etc.).
Table A: Common Waste Volumes (Metric Tonnes)
Imperial Oil
Division
(Owner)
Operations

Spills or leaks

Abandonment
and Reclamation
(A&R)
Activities–

Imperial Oil
Environmental
Services

Excavation from
abandonment and
restoration projects

Solid Containing
Flammable
Liquids

Operations &
Well Servicing

Oily Rags

Operations &
Well Servicing

Well servicing
mud/sludge, other
liquids) (i.e. Well
Servicing Tank,
Grizzly Tank)
Maintenance and
clean-up

Waste Lube Oil

Operations

Empty
Containers
(including
barrels)
Waste Glycol

Operations

Batteries

Operations

Waste Type
Impacted Soil

Operations

Source

2010

2011

2012

Esimated
Volumes
(Annually)*

85

353

1176

538

810

0

12

241m3

127m3

242m3

Variable
depending
on level of
A&R
activity
203 m3

11.6

14.5

13

13

Lubrication of
machinery, engines,
compressors and
vehicles
Packaging from
used supplies

6.5

4.7

5.3

5.5

2.2

1.5

1.7

1.8

Heat trace, waste
heat recovery unit
Vehicles,
equipment

2.8

1.9

0.7

1.8

4.1

1.3

0.9

2.1

* Estimated volumes are based on a three year average
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4.4.1 Domestic Garbage
Domestic garbage is not tracked by IOR. For the purposes of the internal
Environmental Performance Indicator (EPI) tracking, it is estimated that 3.5
pounds/person per day is generated. Assuming 152 personnel on-site,
approximately 88.08 tonnes of domestic garbage was generated in 2012.
4.4.2 Sewage
Sewage volumes are not tracked by IOR or the Town of Norman Wells.
Approximately 800 m3 of potable water is delivered to NWO each year. A
similar volume of sewage is estimated to be generated. A small portion of
potable water is used during the summer season in the IOR car wash and does not
leave as sewage.
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5

STORAGE
Active waste storage and treatment facilities are those facilities that are currently
maintained and used for daily work activities by IOR.
IOR has permanent engineered and constructed waste storage and treatment
facilities on its site that meet regulatory requirements and Imperial Oil’s internal
standards. These storage areas, as well as the containers in which waste is stored
are described in this section.

5.1

Waste Containers
The following lists the type of waste containers used by IOR and the appropriate
type of waste for storage in each container:
•

Waste Totes (blue or green color): solid waste including impacted
soil/gravel, oily rags, batteries, bulbs, desiccants, filters, etc.

•

Industrial Waste Bags (white in color): solid waste with no leachate
including pipeline insulation, mud material bags, etc.

•

Barrels/Drums: liquid waste including used oils, varsol, and solvents.

•

20L-40L Plastic Pails: small volumes of waste oils and waste varsol.

•

Three-Sided Shale Bins: temporary storage of impacted soil and brush
from spill sites until it can be tested and repacked or sent directly south.

Waste totes and industrial waste bags can hold approximately 1.0m3 and are
provided as needed by an IOR Third Party Waste Transporter (Image A). The
totes are made of waterproof polyethylene containing a lid and plastic bag liner.
Industrial waste bags are a woven polypropylene material with drawstring top.
Waste containers are moved around NWO as needed and when full, are stored
inside the gated and locked Hazardous Waste Storage Yard (Section 5.3).
Barrels, drums, and pails (full and/or un-rinsed) are also stored inside the gated
and locked Hazardous Waste Storage Yard (Section 5.3), but must be on pallets
above ground to prevent deterioration and to facilitate inspection for leaks (Image
A).
Three-sided bins located within the Wells Services Yard are utilized to handle the
initial deposit of impacted soils or impacted materials with a low-liquid, highsolid ratio (Appendix C). These materials are usually unsuitable for separation in
the F-31X Treatment Facility (Grizzly Tank) (Figure C). The bins allow for both
the decanting and storage of materials while it is being characterized or awaiting
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transport to an IOR Third Party Waste Receiver. The bins are located in a bermed
area within the well services yard.
Image A:

5.2

Waste Containers (Waste Totes, Pails and Barrels/Drums)

Temporary Soil Containment Cells (Lined and Bermed)
Temporary lined and bermed containment cells are constructed on a project-byproject basis for the storage of impacted soil. In many cases, the reason for
temporary cells is due to logistics. For example, impacted soil may be stored on
Bear or Goose Island until:
•

it can -be moved to the mainland,

•

shipped directly south to an IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver
via winter road (instead of barge); or

•

an evaluation of soil treatment/disposal options can be completed.

The location, size, and need for lined and bermed cells require both the foreman
and Environment and Regulatory (E&R) Advisor’s approval prior to construction.
Once a temporary soil containment cell is no longer needed, the cell is
decommissioned. If the liner cannot be reused, it is packaged as a waste product
for shipment south to an IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver.
5.3

Hazardous Waste Storage Yard
Industrial waste (hazardous or non-hazardous) in waste containers (Section 5.1) is
stored in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard on the mainland of the IOR lease
(Appendix A). The Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is located within the Well
Services Yard (Appendix C). A fence with a locked gate surrounds the perimeter
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of the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard, limiting access into and out of the facility.
IOR personnel may sign-out the key for the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard
through the Control Room (CR).
The Hazardous Waste Storage Yard (Receiver Number NTR000018) received
approval from the Government of Northwest Territories (GNWT) on February 3,
1999 (Image B). It serves as a storage facility where waste is separated and stored
prior to disposal at an IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver.
The Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is an engineered facility approximately 45
metres by 20 metres and is lined, bermed and contains a sump with a collection
point. The gradient of the yard allows for run-off water and potential leachate to
collect in a sump collection point. When needed the sump can be drained via a
vaccum truck and transported to the F-31X Treatment and Injection Facility
(Section 6.1).
Clear signage within the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard helps to ensure that
waste is properly separated; incompatible wastes are segregated according to
chemical compatibility.
Empty waste totes are readily available to any IOR personnel and are located
outside of the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard in the Well Services Yard
(Appendix C).
Four groundwater monitoring wells monitor groundwater quality in the area
(Appendix C). Data from these wells is reported in the annual A&R report which
is submitted to the SLWB.
IOR is annually required to provide Environment and Natural Resources (ENR)
and the local fire department with an updated waste inventory. This is submitted
during the first quarter of each year.
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Image B:

5.4

Hazardous Waste Storage Yard

Scrap Metal Storage
Scrap metal (e.g., old pipe, used equipment, used electrical cable, etc.) from IOR
is segregated and stored at various temporary locations. Once volumes are
economically viable, scrap metal is sent for recycling and/or disposal.
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6
6.1

TREATMENT
F-31X Treatment and Injection Facility
Components
The F-31X Treatment and Injection Facility is a solid/liquid separation system.
The system includes the following components:
•

Grizzly Tank (Tank 002): A double walled tank with weirs that
separate solids from liquids. It is has a holding capacity of 53 m3.

•

Tank 001: A singled walled 445 m3 skim tank within a lined and bermed
area.

•

F-31X Injection Well: A water injection well that injects treated water
(from Tank 001) or produced water (from the CPF) to maintain reservoir
pressure. The F-31X injection well is used only for treated water and
cannot handle hydrocarbon or other waste products.

Acceptable Material
The purpose of the facility is to accommodate material containing a higher
content of liquids than solids. The F-31X Treatment and Injection Facility is not a
disposal facility; only solid/liquid material containing solids that can easily settle
are accepted and treated in this facility. Solid/liquid materials which are mostly
solid and cannot reduce in volume through settling are under no circumstances,
accepted in this facility.
The following table (Table B) lists acceptable and unacceptable material for the
F-31X Treatment and Injection Facility.
Table B: Acceptable Material for F-31X Treatment and Injection Facility
Acceptable Material

Unacceptable Material

Hydrovac Material
Impacted Snow
Well Workover Materials (diluted)*
Surface water run-off that does not meet
release requirements
Biocell Sump Runoff

Vessel and Tank Bottoms
Impacted Soil and Gravel
Hydromation Filters
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Process Overview
Material (liquids containing solids) are collected via truck (e.g., vacuum truck,
hydrovac truck, etc.,) and transported to the F-31X Treatment and Injection
Facility (Image C). In the F-31X treatment and injection process, liquids
containing solids enter the system through the Grizzly Tank (Tank 002), as shown
in the process overview figure (Figure C). The weir system in the Grizzly Tank
separates the liquid-solid mixture, allowing the solids to settle to the bottom of the
Grizzly Tank. The remaining liquids pass through into Tank 001. A skimmer in
Tank 001 separates oil from water; the resulting treated water is injected into the
F-31X injection well. Similar to all other injection wells in the field, water is
injected to maintain oil reservoir pressure. Oil is collected via vacuum truck and
reintroduced into the CPF process (Figure C).
If the material being trucked to the F-31X Treatment and Injection Facility is
entirely liquid (oil and/or water with no solids), it can be pumped directly into
Tank 001 (instead of going through the Grizzly tank first).
Level indicators and alarms in Tank 001 are synced to the CR monitors and will
automatically shut off in the event of an emergency.
The solids that settle out in the Grizzly Tank (Tank 002) are removed via a triaxel Vacuum Truck and transported to an IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver for treatment and/or disposal.
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Figure C:

Process Overview for F-31X Treatment and Injection Facility

Image C:

F-31X Treatment and Injection Facility
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6.2

Soil Treatment Facility
The biocell is an active soil treatment facility on the IOR site (Appendix A). The
biocell is used for treating lightly impacted soil from remediation or spill clean-up
sites within the NWO area. The biocell was originally constructed in 2001, as two
separate two cells each with a 2,000 m3 capacity. These engineered cells were
lined with a synthetic liner.
In 2012, the two cells were decommissioned and one cell was reconstructed over
the former site. This cell was designed with a compacted clay base covered with
a High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) liner. This single biocell is now capable of
storing 5,000 m3. Additionally, at each end of the biocell, there is a sump for
runoff collection. The base of the cell is sloped so that runoff flows toward the
sumps.
Soil suitable for biotreatment should be clean of debris (i.e. rocks, brush, etc.,)
and only be lightly impacted with hydrocarbons (~ PHC F3 <8,000mg/kg). In the
biocell treatment process, lightly hydrocarbon impacted soils are placed in
windrows, amended with commercial fertilizer as required (urea and
monoammonium phosphate) then twisted several times each season until
biotreatment targets are achieved (Image D). Depending on the initial
hydrocarbon impact, it typically takes approximately 1-5 years to reach desired
biotreatment results. Run-off water and leachate that collects in the sumps are
removed via vacuum truck and transported to the F-31X Treatment and Injection
Facility, or pumped back into the windrows if needed to create optimum moisture
levels for bioremediation. The expectation of the reconstructed biocell is that
larger volumes of soil can be treated, thereby reducing the volume of impacted
soil requiring shipment to an IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver for
treatment and/or disposal.
More heavily hydrocarbon-impacted soils or soils impacted with salt or metals,
are not suitable for biotreatment. They may be evaluated for other soil treatment
options or shipped to an IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver for treatment
and/or disposal.
By end of 2012, approximately 2,800m3 of soil had been treated on site via the
biocell.
Several groundwater monitoring wells monitor groundwater quality in the area.
Data from these wells is reported in the annual A&R report which is submitted to
SLWB.
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Image D:

6.3

Biocell Treatment - Twister Bucket

Well Servicing Tank
The Well Servicing Tank (commonly referred to as “Big Red”) is a single walled,
lined and bermed storage tank with a holding capacity of 59 m3. It is located on
mainland in the Well Services Yard of the lease (Appendix A). “Big Red” is used
for well servicing projects for the storage of well workover material. A series of
weirs (similar to the Grizzly Tank, Section 6.1) allows solid and liquid separation.
Liquids are removed via a vacuum truck and transported to the F-31X Treatment
and Injection Facility. Solids are removed via a tri-axel vacuum truck and shipped
to an IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver for treatment and/or disposal.
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7

HISTORICAL WASTE STORAGE AND TREATMENT LOCATIONS
Within NWO area there are a number of historic waste storage and treatment
locations. A historic waste storage and/or treatment location refers to an area that
no longer exists as an active site and is in the A&R phase. An annual A&R report
is submitted to the SLWB.
The following locations are described in this document for information purposes
only. They are not used as part of the NWO current waste management system.
Details regarding A&R work completed at these locations can be found in Section
16 of IOR’s 2013 Type A Water Licence Application to SLWB (renewal of
Licence No. S03L1-001) or in past annual A&R reports.

7.1

Historic Sumps
Sumps are an earthen pit used as a means of disposing excess drilling mud, shale
cuttings, and other drilling debris. Sumps were once a preferred and accepted
method of disposing waste. Sumps are no longer in use at NWO by IOR, and
continue to be monitored under the A&R program. Former drilling sumps within
the NWO area are located on Bear Island and Mainland (Appendix A) (Image E
and F).
Image E:

Historic Well Servicing Sump July 26, 2011
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Image F:

7.2

Historic Mainland Sump July 22, 2009

Historic Tank 401 Area
Tank 401 Area was an area impacted by hydrocarbon associated with historic
activities from an IOR storage tank (Appendix A). Located near the D-32X well
site, the area was developed as a re-vegetation research trial plot and monitored
annually for approximately a decade. In 2010, the area was deconstructed and a
remedial excavation and in-situ soil treatment program began. Impacted soil was
treated in windrows, amended with fertilizer as required, and twisted throughout
several seasons (Image G). Once treated soil testing determined that
characteristics met acceptable Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment
(CCME) guidelines, the soil was used as backfill for the Tank 401 area
excavation. The disturbed area was re-contoured and re-vegetated.
An additional 12 m3 of impacted soil was excavated and shipped to an IOR
Approved Third Party Waste Receiver for treatment and/or disposal.
This site continues to be monitored under the A&R program.
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Image G:

7.3

Soil Excavation and Treatment at Historic Tank 401 Area

Historic Tank 53 Area
The Tank 53 Area was identified as an area with hydrocarbon impacts due to past
activities on the site (Appendix A). A remedial excavation and in-situ soil
treatment program was executed (similar to that of Historic Tank 401 treatment
program).
Once treated soil testing determined that characteristics met acceptable CCME
guidelines, the soil was used as backfill for the Tank 53 area. The disturbed area
was re-contoured and re-vegetated (Image H).
This site continues to be monitored under the A&R program.
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Image H:

7.4

Historic Tank 53 Area

Historic Norman Wells Landfarm
In the 1980s, IOR operated and maintained a landfarm of approximately
11,100m2 to the west of the existing Norman Wells Airport.
This site continues to be monitored under the A&R program.

7.5

Historic Battery 3 Landfarm
The Battery #3 Landfarm was located near the historic Battery #3 flare pit. The
purpose of the Battery #3 landfarm was to remediate and reduce concentrations of
hydrocarbon in soil from a historical release.
This site continues to be monitored under the A&R program.
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8
8.1

WASTE RECEIVERS AND TRANSPORT
Approved Third Party Waste Receiver
IOR audits all third party waste receivers to confirm that their safety,
environment, regulatory, and financial systems meet Imperial Oil’s standards. If
the audit is successful, the third party waste receiver is added to IOR’s Approved
Third Party Waste Receiver list. All oilfield waste generated by any IOR site must
be taken to an IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver. A list of IOR
Approved Waste Receivers is updated annually and is available in the
Environmental Toolbox or from the Operations and Environment Support
Technician and Environmental Advisor.
As there is no industrial landfill in Norman Wells, all oilfield waste generated by
IOR is shipped to an IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver in Alberta,
British Columbia, or Saskatchewan for treatment and/or disposal.
All domestic waste is collected by a local contractor hired by IOR and disposed of
in the Town of Norman Wells landfill.

8.2

Contract Services
The following are the main contractor and sub-contractor companies used for
transporting waste off site:

8.3

•

Flint Energy Services

•

Northridge

•

HRN (formerly Hodgson’s)

•

Tervita

Transportation Preparation
Prior to transporting waste (i.e. waste totes, industrial waste bags, barrels, etc.)
from its point of generation, the following steps are preformed:
•

Waste Inspection: a visual inspection of the container contents to verify
waste type. If unknown waste is encountered, the Operations and
Environment Support Technician will be notified and an investigation will
be conducted to determine the source and type of waste.
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•

Container Inspection: containers will be visually inspected for leaks,
integrity and double containment (i.e. bag inside of waste tote). Any
damaged containers will be taken out of service.

•

Labeling: all waste containers are labeled to help identify waste type and
location of generation.

•

Load Preparation: each container is sealed and properly strapped. A visual
inspection is conducted to ensure that the seal is adequate for the waste
type and that the lid, tarp, bung, etc., is securely tightened.

The primary means of transportation on and around NWO is by forklift. Persons
moving waste are responsible for the safe handling of waste while it is in
transport.
8.4

Transportation-Related Documents
Hazardous waste transported to an IOR Third Party Receiver is accompanied by a
federal waste manifest.
Non-hazardous waste transported to an IOR Third Party Receiver is, at minimum,
accompanied by a truck ticket.
Both the shipper and transporter are required to sign federal waste manifests and
truck tickets. Signatures from both parties serve to acknowledge a transfer of
liability from the generator to the third party waste transporter.
Third party waste transporters utilized for the transportation of waste generated by
IOR are regularly checked to ensure their methods and equipment meet IOR’s
standards (Appendix D).
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9
9.1

DOCUMENTATION – INSPECTIONS, RECORDING AND TRACKING
Waste Tracking
Prior to determining which shipping documentation is required, the following
steps must be completed:
1. Classified the waste (e.g., non-hazardous vs. hazardous)
2. Selected a disposal / treatment option
3. Selected an IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver capable of
handling the waste
4. Contacted the IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver and notified
them of shipment
All non-domestic waste transported off-site is accompanied by documentation as
follows:
•

Hazardous Waste transported to an IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver – federal manifest

•

Non-Hazardous waste transported to an IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver - truck ticket or federal manifest

9.1.1 Federal Waste Manifest
The Transportation of Dangerous Good Regulations requires that a completed
hazardous waste manifest form accompany shipments of hazardous waste.
Manifests are available from the GNWT Environmental Protection Services
(EPS) Department. The completed manifest form provides:
•

Detailed information on the types and amounts of hazardous waste
shipped;

•

A record of the firms or individuals involved in the shipment; and

•

Information on the storage, treatment or disposal of the waste and
confirmation that they reached their intended final destination.

The Generator (Consignor), Carrier, and Receiver (Consignee) must each
complete their portion of the manifest. The information provided on the manifest
as well as other TDGR requirements (i.e., labelling and placarding) are also
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intended to assist first responders (police, ambulance, fire fighters) with hazard
information should a transportation accident occur.
Waste manifest completion instructions are provided on the reverse side of each
manifest. Further assistance in completing a waste manifest may be obtained by
referring to the Environmental Toolbox, or by contacting the GNWT EPS
Department.
The following are the steps required to complete a Federal Waste Manifest
(Figure D):
1. Part A is completed and signed by an IOR representative (Generator).
2. Part B is completed and signed by a Third Party Waste Transporter (i.e.,
truck driver).
3. The IOR representative from Part A must confirm that the details of Part B
are correct. If correct, then the IOR representative must date and sign the
bottom of the form. If any information is incorrect, it should be fixed
prior to signing the form. The IOR representative will remove Copy 1 and
2. Copy 1 must be given to the Operations and Environment Support
Technician immediately, as it must be sent to the GNWT and the receiving
province (photocopy of copy 1). Copy 2 is retained on site for a minimum
of two years.
4. The Third Party Waste Transporter carries Copy 3-6 with the waste
shipment at all times until arrival at an IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.
5. Once received by an IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver, Part C is
completed by Third Party Waste Receiver. Copy 3 is sent to the receiving
province and the GNWT (photocopy of copy 3), Copy 4 is kept by the
transporting party, Copy 5 is kept by the receiver, and Copy 6 is sent back
to NWO. It is the IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receivers
responsibility to send Copies 5 and 6 to the appropriate parties.
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Figure D:

Part A

Federal Waste Manifest

Part B

Part C

Information that is required on a Federal Waste Manifest includes the following:
•

NWO (Generator) Registration Number
o NTE-000037

•

Generator shipping address
o Bag 5000 Canol Drive
Norman Wells, NT
XOE 0V0

•

IOR (Generator) contact information
o Contact information for the person signing the Federal Waste
Manifest

•

Receiver Registration Number

•

Receiver address

•

Receiver contact information

•

Transporter Registration Number
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•

Transporter address

•

Transporter contact information

•

Waste Description including name, TDG class, waste packing group,
quantity, unit of measure, container type, and physical state

•

Shipment date/time and expected arrival date at receiver

•

Emergency information (i.e. IOR 24 Hour Emergency Contact)

•

Special Handling Instructions (if any)

•

All required signatures

Examples of how to fill in manifests are provided in the Environmental Toolbox.
9.1.2 Manifest Trained Personnel
Personnel in the following IOR positions are trained through IOR internal training
programs and can sign-off on federal waste manifests. If sign-off is needed, they
should be approached in sequence as follows:

9.2

•

Operations and Environment Support Technician

•

Environmental Advisor

•

Supervisors

•

Foremen

•

Operations Sponsors

Quarterly Manifest Tracker
The IOR Quarterly Manifest Tracker, which can be found in the Environmental
Toolbox, is a resource tool for documenting and tracking all waste leaving NWO
(Figure E). It is the responsibility of the Plant and Environmental Support
Technician to update and manage this document.
When waste documentation (e.g., Federal Waste Manifest or Truck Ticket) is
generated and signed, the documentation number and associated waste
information is recorded within the spreadsheet as “open” status. Within 30 days
the IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver must return Copy 6 to the Plant
and Environmental Support Technician. If manifests are not received within 30
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days, the Plant and Environmental Support Technician will follow up with the
IOR Approved Third Party Waste Receiver to retrieve Copy 6. Once Copy 6 is
received it is reviewed for accurate completion and is documented in the
spreadsheet as “closed”. A copy of Copy 6 is sent to a third party contractor for
additional tracking and quality control.
The third party contractor tracks all waste going to IOR Approved Third Party
Waste Receivers. On a quarterly cycle, the third party contractor issues a manifest
summary for verification. The Operations and Environmental Support Technician
verifies that all manifests on the report match what is on the hard copy of the
quarterly manifest tracker. A form is then completed by the Plant and
Environmental Support Technician indicating the report has been verified.
A total waste manifest report is produced (by a third part contractor) annually and
used for internal and external reporting.
Figure E:

Quarterly Waste Manifest Tracker
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9.3

Inventory and Inspection On-Site
Waste generated and stored on site is tracked and recorded using the Norman
Wells Waste Movement Form (Appendix E). This form can be obtained from the
Operations and Environment Support Technician. The waste generator must
indicate the containers place of origin and its destination location. The form is
then provided to the forklift operator for movement. Once the container is safely
moved and stored, the forklift operator will complete and submit the form to the
CR.
On a monthly basis, an inspection of the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard and area
is completed by the Plant and Environmental Support Technician. This confirms
the amount and types of waste being stored on site, and is used as an opportunity
to check the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard (e.g., fence, lock, standing water,
waste labels, waste container integrity, general housekeeping, etc.) and the Well
Services Yard (Appendix F).
On a quarterly basis, a waste inventory is completed by the Plant and
Environmental Support Technician and compared with the Norman Wells Waste
Movement Form. Follow up actions are performed in the event of discrepancy
between the inventory and the form.
All inspection and inventory records are kept on file for two years.
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10 KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
10.1 All Personnel
•

Ensure care and consideration is used when working with waste on site
(e.g., proper PPE for the job, safe handling, etc.)

•

Refer to this NWO WMP for information on waste.

•

Store waste in the designated area(s) of the Hazardous Waste Storage
Yard.

•

Label all waste, indicating the waste type and waste source. It is the
responsibility of the person generating the waste to label the waste
container. Refer to product MSDS, as required.

•

Ensure all waste containers (e.g., waste totes, barrels, etc.) are properly
sealed. Container contents must not be exposed to or open to the
environment (e.g., weather)

•

Ensure each waste container contains only one waste type; mixed waste is
not acceptable.

•

Report any waste near misses and/or hazard reports.

•

If safe to do so, take immediate action to prevent and/or contain a spill.

•

Contact the Operations and Environmental Support Technician or
Environmental Advisor for guidance, concerns, and/or potential
issues.

10.2 Specific Roles
10.2.1 Operations and Contract Employees
In addition to the responsibilities listed above, operations and contract employees
must execute the following:
•

Fill out the Norman Wells Waste Movement Form for any waste container
needing to be moved (Appendix E).

•

Inform and demonstrate to new operators and contractors all waste
management practices on site.
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•

Notify the Plant and Environmental Support Technician if unidentifiable
waste is found. Unidentifiable waste should be treated as hazardous until
determined otherwise.

•

Handle empty containers as you would containers full of original contents.
Refer to product MSDS for information.

10.2.2 Operations and Environment Support Technician
•

Coordinate waste yard shipment(s) to IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receivers.

•

When a federal manifest is required, ensure the manifest is properly
completed and signed prior to waste shipment to an IOR Approved Third
Party Waste Receiver.

•

Annually train and provide ongoing guidance to all IOR personnel on
waste management practices on site.

•

Monitor and inventory all waste on site.

•

Control and document waste movement (off site) through the quarterly
waste manifest tracker.

•

Provide onsite guidance in the event of a waste related spill.

•

Provide expertise to area management to ensure compliance with
regulatory requirements and IOR standards.

10.2.3 Foreman and Supervisor
•

Ensure resources are available to operators and contractors to ensure
expectations of waste management on-site are met.

•

When a federal manifest is required, ensure the manifest is properly
completed and signed prior to waste shipment to an IOR Approved Third
Party Waste Receiver.

•

Ensure waste is managed appropriately, meeting regulatory requirements
and IOR standards.

•

Advise personnel on protective equipment and safe handling standards.

•

Advise personnel of the potential health and safety hazards.
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•

Ensure compliance with IOR standards and regulatory requirements.

10.2.4 Operations Specialist
•

Follow up and work with Plant and Environmental Support Technician on
field/plant operation issues related to waste management.

10.2.5 Environmental Advisor
•

Ensure waste is managed appropriately, meeting regulatory requirements
and IOR standards.

•

Provide expertise to area management to ensure compliance with
regulatory requirements and IOR standards.

•

When a federal manifest is required, ensure manifest is properly
completed and signed prior to waste shipment to an IOR Approved Third
Party Waste Receiver.

•

Provide on-site guidance in the event of a waste related spill.

10.2.6 On Site Contractor Supervisor
•

Enforce IOR waste management expectations on site.

•

Complete IOR requested waste management work orders.

•

Work with Environmental Advisor and Operations and Environmental
Support Technician to provide guidance and support on concerns and/or
potential issues related to contract personnel and IOR waste management.

10.2.7 Safety Coordinator
•

Advise personnel on protective equipment and safe handling standards.

•

Advise personnel of the potential health and safety hazards.
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11 WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN REVIEW AND UPDATE
The following section describes the methods that will be conducted to measure
the effectiveness of Imperial Oil’s waste management practices at NWO. It also
outlines the steps that will be taken to review and update the WMP.
11.1 Updates to the Waste Management Plan
Imperial Oil Resources shall at a minimum review the Norman Wells Operations
Waste Management Plan once per year. Periodic updates to the plan are to be
made by the Operations and Environmental Support Technician and
Environmental Advisor as necessary to reflect changes in IOR operations,
technology and response personnel listed in the plan.
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12 WASTE MANAGEMENT CONTACTS
Telephone contacts can be located in the NWO Employee Phone List. The
following (Table C) is a list of contacts for issues related to waste management:
Table C: List of Contacts
IOR 24 hour emergency number

(867) 587-2862

Operations and Environmental
Support Technician

(867) 587-3166

Environmental Advisor

(867) 587-3215

Operations – Main Switchboard

(867) 587-3100

Central Control Room

(867) 587-3200 or Radio 602

On-Site Medical Aid

(867) 587-3117 or Radio 911

Fire Department

(867) 587-2222
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Appendix A. NWO Waste Storage and Treatment Locations
A figure displaying current and historical waste storage and treatment locations,
(WorleyParsons, 307074-01039) is filed behind this page.
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Appendix B. NWO Waste Information Table
The Norman Wells Operations Waste Information Table is filed behind this page.
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE
The following table outlines waste types generated by Norman Wells Operations.
A. Solid Waste ............................................................................................................................1
Aerosol Spray Cans................................................................................................................................ 1
Asbestos* Insulation and Gaskets ........................................................................................................ 2
Batteries – Large Wet Cell (Acid) .......................................................................................................... 3
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Bulbs - Fluorescent................................................................................................................................ 5
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

A. Solid Waste
Aerosol Spray Cans
Source: Lubricating sprays,
spray paint, etc.
Physical Description: Empty
canister with nozzle

Designation

Storage On-Site

Non-HW or
HW

Empty aerosol spray cans
must be stored in a sealed
and properly labeled waste
tote in the designated area of
the Waste Storage Yard
(imperviously lined and
bermed area).

Depending on
the original
contents.

Aerosol spray cans
containing residuals must be
punctured and liquids
recovered. Liquids must be
stored in a sealed and
properly labeled waste
tote/barrel/drum/pail in the
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

To empty aerosol spray cans, it is
important to open the safety valve
prior to puncturing the can. Aerosol
spray cans containing compressed
gases or liquids, especially when
these substances are flammable,
toxic, or corrosive, should only be
punctured under controlled
conditions.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location

IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•

flammability
compressed gases exploding

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Asbestos*
Insulation and
Gaskets

Designation

Storage On-Site

HW

DO NOT HANDLE - Contact
Operations and Environment
Support Technician or
Environmental Advisor
immediately.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

*This is not a regular waste type
encountered at NWO
Source: Historic - old refinery
Physical Description: Fibrous
solid to dust-like powder. White
to grey-brown in color. Odorless
SPECIALLY TRAINED AND
LICENSED PERSONNEL
MUST BE ENGAGED WHEN
DEALING WITH ASBESTOS
MATERIAL AS IT IS
EXTREMELY DANGEROUS
TO HUMAN HEALTH.

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Dispose of according to specifically
trained and licenced personnel.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•

airborne asbestos fibres

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

inhalation, skin/eye contact
(irritant)

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•

in accordance with
specifically trained and
licenced personnel

Potential environmental effect:
•
•
•

indoor and outdoor air and
dust pollution
soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Batteries – Large
Wet Cell (Acid)
Source: Vehicle maintenance,
large electrical equipment
change-outs, portable or
emergency electrical equipment
and some instruments

Designation

Storage On-Site

HW

Store in a sealed and
properly labeled waste tote in
the designated area of the
Waste Storage Yard
(imperviously lined and
bermed area). Stack batteries
neatly for added safety.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Physical Description: Solid
containing acid. Various sizes.
Heavy
MAY CONTAIN SMALL
AMOUNTS OF ENERGY/LIFE.
DO NOT INCINERATE.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•
•

unneutralized acid (corrosive)
acid solubilized lead
cadmium in Ni/Cd batteries

Most probable worker exposure
route:
•

skin/eye contact

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•

acid-resistant gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

fluid may have high heavy
metals contents
soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Batteries – Small
Wet Cell (Alkaline)
Source: Small electronics and
office equipment
Physical Description: Solid
containing alkali
DO NOT INCINERATE

Designation

Storage On-Site

HW

Store in a sealed and
properly labeled waste tote in
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

A single waste tote is
available outside of the
Waste Storage Yard for
convenient use. See
Norman Wells Waste
Storage Yard Operator Site
Map (Appendix C).

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•
•

unneutralized acid (corrosive)
acid solubilized lead
cadmium in Ni/Cd batteries

Most probable worker exposure
route:
•

skin/eye contact

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•

acid-resistant gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

fluid may have high heavy
metals contents
soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Designation

Storage On-Site

Bulbs - Fluorescent

Treat as HW

Package in original boxes if
possible and store in a
sealed and properly labeled
waste tote in the designated
area of the Waste Storage
Yard (imperviously lined and
bermed area).

Source: Office and building
bulb change-outs
Physical Description: Solid
opaque glass, breakable.
AVOID DIRECT CONTACT
WITH BROKEN BULBS

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

A single waste tote is
available outside of the
Waste Storage Yard for
convenient use. See
Norman Wells Waste
Storage Yard Operator Site
Map (Appendix C).

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•

exposure

Most probable worker exposure
route:
•

skin/eye contact

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Bulbs – Non
Fluorescent
Source: Office and building
bulb change-outs
Physical Description: Solid
opaque glass, breakable

Designation

Storage On-Site

Non-HW

Store in a sealed and
properly labeled waste tote in
the designated area of the
Waste Storage Yard
(imperviously lined and
bermed area).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

A single waste tote is
available outside of the
Waste Storage Yard for
convenient use. See
Norman Wells Waste
Storage Yard Operator Site
Map (Appendix C).

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•

exposure

Most probable worker exposure
route:
•

skin/eye contact

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Chemical Totes
(Empty) – NALCO
Source: Containers for
additives used in pipeline
maintenance programs (i.e.
corrosion prevention)
Physical Description: Solid
container (Steel or Plastic)

Designation

Storage On-Site

HW

Store empty containers in
Yard A on the backside of the
chemical dock. Ensure that
all caps/lids are in place and
will not leak.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Containers must be
completely empty, if residual
chemical is present notify
Flint to have residual
chemical removed.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Return to NALCO via Velocity.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•

exposure

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

inhalation, skin/eye contact

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

chemical resistant gloves and
coveralls
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hardhat
face shield as appropriate
breathing mask or SCBA as
appropriate

Potential environmental effect:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and surface water
impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Designation

Construction and
Demolition Material

Non-HW

Source: Construction and
demolition activities
Physical Description: Solid,
inert, wood, pallets, metal

Storage On-Site
Scrap metal:
Store appropriately in Yard
“D” (across from Flint Shop)
in the designated area(s).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Re-use as appropriate.

Wood:
Store neatly stacked in the
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Scrap Metal:
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.
Wood:
Contact Operations and
Environment Support Technician or
Environmental Advisor.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•
•
•

exposure to potentially
impacted materials (i.e.
asbestos, oils, etc.)
sharp objects
heavy objects (back injuries)
dust, fibres

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, dust
inhalation

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hardhat
dust mask as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil/water impacts
indoor/outdoor air
pollution/dust
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Desiccant
(including hydromation filter
media)

Designation

Storage On-Site

HW

Store in sealed and properly
labeled waste tote in the
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Source: Molecular sieves from
gas dryers and instrument air
dryers

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

Physical Description: Small
bead/pellet. Varies in size and
color

free/volatile hydrocarbons
dust

skin/eye contact, dust/vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil/water impacts
indoor/outdoor air
pollution/dust
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Domestic Garbage
Source: Office trash
Physical Description: Paper,
cardboard, food waste,
stationary supplies

Designation
Non-HW

Storage On-Site

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Store in designated blue
metal bins around site.
Separate recyclables (i.e.
pop cans) into designated
recycling bins located in the
CPF Kitchen.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Garbage is collected and disposed
of by the local contractor hired by
IOR.
Pop cans are taken to the Norman
Wells Recycling Depot.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•
•
•

impacted materials
sharp objects
heavy objects (back injuries)
dust, fibers

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, dust
inhalation

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•

n/a

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil/water impacts
indoor air pollution/dust
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Drums / Barrels
Source: Liquid supplies (i.e.
glycol, lube oil, varsol)
Physical Description: Steel or
plastic, may be full or contain
residual liquids
NOTE: An empty drum/barrel is
defined as one that has not
been purged or rinsed and
contains less than 2.5 cm (~ 1
inch) of residual material at the
bottom or less than 3% of its
original contents, whichever is
the lesser amount.

Designation

Storage On-Site

Non-HW

Empty drums/barrels must
be stored and labeled on
pallets upright with lids and
bungs in place in the
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).
Full drums/barrels that
constitute HW must be stored
on pallets upright with lids
and bungs in place in the
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Empty Glycol drums/barrels may
be used for storing waste glycol.
Empty Lube Oil drums/barrels may
be used for storing waste lube oils.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•

Empty Varsol barrels/drums may
be used for storing waste varsol.
THE USE OF BARRELS/DRUMS
BY EMPLOYEES OR OTHER
INDIVIDUALS FOR RAINWATER
COLLECTION OR OTHER
PURPOSES IS NOT ALLOWED.

•

residual liquids and /or
free/volatile hydrocarbons
low flashpoint / flammable /
explosive residues/mixtures
unneutralized residual acids
or caustics

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Filters (Impacted
and Non Impacted)
(i.e. sock filters, cartridge filters,
- glycol, compressor oil, lube oil)
Source: Equipment and
maintenance activities

Designation

Storage On-Site

Non-HW
or
HW

Store in a sealed and
properly labeled waste tote in
the designated area of the
Waste Storage Yard
(imperviously lined and
bermed area).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Fluid removed from spent
process filters via compaction
may constitute a HW.

Physical Description: Sock
filters, cartridge filters. Usually
cylindrical and varies in size.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•

free/volatile hydrocarbons
low flash point / flammability
of some filters

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate
carbon filter mask as
appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

air pollution/dust
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems

Hydromation Filter
Medium
See Desiccant

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Impacted Debris
and Soil - Oil /
Produced Water/
Condensate /
Chemicals
Source: Release, accident, or
leak
Physical description: Solid
(soil, shale, vegetation)

Designation

Storage On-Site

Treat as HW

Small volumes of
excavated/collected
impacted debris and soil
must be stored in sealed and
properly labeled waste totes
in the designated area of the
Waste Storage Yard
(imperviously lined and
bermed area).

Testing is
required to
determine
leachate
toxicity.

Large volumes of
excavated/collected
impacted debris and soil contact Operations and
Environment Support
Technician or
Environmental Advisor on
a case by case basis.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Final Location

Large volumes of impacted debris
and soil MUST be laboratory tested
prior to treatment to determine
characterization.

Bio-remediated and/or nonimpacted soil is reintroduced for use
on site, after confirmatory laboratory
testing.

Dependent upon characterization
test results, some form of
bioremediation (i.e. biocell, land
treatment) may be appropriate but
is determined by the Operations
and Environment Support
Technician or Environmental
Advisor.

Water resulting from the treatment
facility is injected into F-31X well
into the sub-surface formation. Oil
resulting from the treatment facility
is collected via vacuum truck and
reintroduced into the CPF process.

Impacted debris and soil tested and
confirmed UNSUITABLE for
bioremediation is handled in
accordance with site capabilities
and characterization test results.
Liquids from settling and melting
(i.e. oil, rain water) are collected via
a vacuum truck and transported to
the F-31X Treatment and Injection
Facility.

Any waste shipped off site goes to
an IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects
Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•

free/volatile components of
crude oil, produced water,
condensate
low flashpoint / flammable
residues

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate
carbon-filter mask as
appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Designation

Storage On-Site

Impacted Snow and
Ice - Oil / Produced
Water/ Condensate
/ Chemicals

Normally a
Non-HW

Small volumes of impacted
snow and ice must be stored
in sealed and properly
labeled waste totes in the
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).

Source: Release, accident, or
leak
Physical description: Solid
and/or liquid (snow/ice)

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Snow/ice melt is collected via a
vacuum truck and transported to
the F-31X Treatment and Injection
Facility.

Large volumes of impacted
snow and ice – contact
Operations and Environment
Support Technician or
Environmental Advisor.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Water resulting from the treatment
facility is injected into F-31X well
into the sub-surface formation. Oil
resulting from the treatment facility
is collected via vacuum truck and
reintroduced into the CPF process.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•

free/volatile components of
crude oil, produced water,
condensate
low flashpoint / flammable
residues

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate
carbon-filter mask as
appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Designation

Storage On-Site

Liners (Impacted or
Non Impacted)

Non-HW or
HW

Cut into small pieces and
store in sealed and properly
labeled waste totes in the
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).

Source: Cleanup activities,
temporary cell decommissioning

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Physical description:
Plastic material and usually
black in color

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•

free/volatile components of
crude oil, produced water,
condensate
low flashpoint / flammable
residues

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate
carbon-filter mask as
appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Mud Material Bags
(Empty)
Source: Mud for rig activities

Designation

Storage On-Site

Non-HW

Store in sealed and properly
labeled waste totes in the
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Physical Description: Empty
bags, paper lined with a waxy
substance

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•

dust inhalation

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate
carbon filter mask as
appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•
•

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
air pollution/dust

NALCO Chemical
See Chemical Totes (Empty) –
NALCO

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Oily Rags
Source: Drips, leaks,
maintenance work

Designation

Storage On-Site

HW

Store in sealed and properly
labeled waste totes in the
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Physical Description: Oily and
dirty cloths, absorbent pads,
used clothing, etc.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•

free/volatile components of
crude oil, produced water,
condensate
low flashpoint / flammable
residues

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate
carbon-filter mask as
appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Designation

Storage On-Site

Pails - Plastic and
Metal (Empty or
Full - Previously
containing Non-HW
or HW material)

Non-HW or
HW

Empty or full pails must be
stored with labels on pallets
upright with lids and bungs in
place in the designated area
of the Waste Storage Yard
(imperviously lined and
bermed area).

Source: Containers from small
volume liquid supplies

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Empty, rinsed metal pails can be reused as appropriate.
NOTE: A rinsed empty container
means a container that has been
rinsed three times using for each
rinse a clean solvent that is equal
to 10% of the container volume
and that is capable of removing
the contained waste.

Physical Description: Plastic
or metal
NOTE: An empty drum/barrel is
defined as one that has not
been purged or rinsed and
contains less than 2.5 cm (~ 1
inch) of residual material at the
bottom or less than 3% of its
original contents, whichever is
the lesser amount.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Impacted pails are disposed at an
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•
•

residual liquids and /or
free/volatile hydrocarbons
low flashpoint / flammable /
explosive residues/mixtures
unneutralized residual acids
or caustics

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate
carbon-filter mask as
appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Pallets
Source: Various activities
Physical Description: Solid
wood containing nails. Heavy

Designation
Non-HW

Storage On-Site
Re-usable pallets should be
stored neatly outside of the
fenced area of the Waste
Storage Yard.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Re-use pallets on site as
appropriate.

Broken pallets should be
segregated from re-usable
pallets and stored neatly
outside of the fenced area of
the Waste Storage Yard.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Contact Operations and
Environment Support Technician
or Environmental Advisor for
disposal options.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•

n/a

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat

Potential environmental effects:
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

n/a
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Paint and Paint
Cans
Source: Building and
operational maintenance
activities
Physical Description: Paint
and empty cans

Designation
Paint: HW
Paint Cans:
Non-HW

Storage On-Site
Paint:
Store in original containers
sealed with lid.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Paint:
Reuse as appropriate.

Empty Paint Cans
(containing no pourable
paint):
Paint cans must be stored on
pallets open in a covered
area to air dry paint. Once dry
secure lids and dispose of in
sealed and properly labeled
waste tote in the designated
area of the Waste Storage
Yard (imperviously lined and
bermed area).

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•

free/volatile components of
paint solvents
low flashpoint / flammable
components of paint

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

chemical resistant gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Refractory Brick*
*This is not a regular waste type
encountered at NWO

Designation

Storage On-Site

Non-HW or
HW

Refractory brick must be
stored in sealed and properly
labeled waste totes in the
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Re-use on site as needed.

Source: Used for high
temperature insulation (i.e. in
vessels). Has not been used
recently at NWO
Physical Description: Brick

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•

dust inhalation

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate
carbon filter mask as
appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
air pollution/dust
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Waste Description

Scrap Metal
Source: Equipment changeouts, maintenance activities,
construction and
decommissioning activities.
Physical Description: Various
sizes of steel, iron, aluminum,
copper, old equipment.

Designation

Storage On-Site

Non-HW

Store in the designated
area(s) of Yard “D” (across
from Flint Shop). Scrap must
be neatly stored and on
pallets off of the ground.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Re-use on site as appropriate.

Old equipment must be
drained of fluids and stored
on pallets with labels in the
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Those items that are stored in the
Waste Storage Yard are disposed
of yearly at an IOR Approved Third
Party Waste Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:

When scrap metal (Yard D)
quantities amount to be
economically viable, scrap metal is
disposed of at an IOR Approved
Third Party Waste Receiver. This
may exceed 1 year.

•
•

•

exposure to impacted
materials
sharp objects
heavy objects (back injuries)

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•

impact gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Smoke Detectors
Source: Building and
operational maintenance
activities

Designation

Storage On-Site

Non-HW

Store inside a large container
clearly labeled “Smoke
Detectors” with a tight fitted
lid. Oil absorbent matter (i.e.
rags) must be placed around
the item to protect it from
breaking or sudden shock.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Physical Description: Round
device containing a battery
compartment.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•

ionization technology which
can contain minute amounts
of radioactive material

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

chemical resistant gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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Waste Description

Spent Pigs
Source: Preventative
maintenance work on pipelines
Physical Description: Solid
plastic. Various colors and
sizes.

Designation

Storage On-Site

Non-HW

Store in sealed and properly
labeled waste totes in the
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•

A single waste tote is
available outside of the
Waste Storage Yard for
convenient use. See
Norman Wells Waste
Storage Yard Operator Site
Map (Appendix F).

•

free/volatile components of
oil or condensate
low flashpoint / flammable
residues
spontaneous combustion
potential

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, inhalation

Recommended personal
protective equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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Waste Description

Designation

Storage On-Site

Normally a
Non-HW

Closed drain system fluids
are collected via floor drains
and pumped through the
CPF closed drain system.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location

B. Liquid Wastes
Closed Drain
System Fluids

Closed drain systems are emptied
via vacuum truck and taken to the
F-31X Treatment and Injection
Facility.

Source: Building floor
drains/sumps
Physical Description: Liquid

Water resulting from the treatment
facility is injected into F-31X well
into the sub-surface formation. Oil
resulting from the treatment facility
is collected via vacuum truck and
reintroduced into the CPF process.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•
•

free/volatile components of oil
or condensate
low flashpoint / flammable
residues
spontaneous combustion
potential

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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Waste Description

Collected Surface
Water Runoff
(Impacted)
Source: Seasonal run off and
snow melt
Physical Description: Water
from ditches, bunkers, impound
basins, and excavations

Designation

Storage On-Site

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Non-HW

Store in designated surface
runoff collection points (i.e.
impound basins, ditches,
bunkers, etc.).

All surface water runoff must be
tested as per Sahtu Land and Water
Board Licence S03L1-001 prior to
discharge.
Bunkers and ditches usually require
field tests. Impound basins require
laboratory testing. Contact
Operations and Environment
Support Technician or
Environmental Advisor for more
information.
If the above procedures have been
performed and a surface water
runoff does not meet Sahtu Land
and Water Board License
specifications then the water is
taken to F-31X Treatment and
Injection Facility. Surface Water
Release forms must be filled out
and submitted to Environmental
Advisor with 24 hours of testing.

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Bunkers and ditches that meet the
Sahtu Land and Water Board
License field test specifications can
be discharged by operators and
contractors.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:

Impound basins that meet the Sahtu
Land and Water Board License
laboratory test specifications can be
discharged by permission from the
Operations and Environment
Technician or Environmental
Advisor.

Most probable worker exposure
routes:

Water resulting from the F-31X
Treatment and Injection Facility is
injected into F-31X well into the
sub-surface formation.

•
•
•
•

•

•

free/volatile components of oil
or condensate

skin/eye contact, inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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Waste Description

Glycols (Used)
Source: Heat trace, heat
exchangers, radiators
Physical Description: Liquid
with anti-freeze type properties.
Usually yellowish in color.

Designation

Storage On-Site

Normally a
Non-HW

Store in barrels and labeled
on pallets upright with lids
and bungs in place in the
designated area of the
Waste Storage Yard
(imperviously lined and
bermed area).

NOTE: Glycols
may constitute
a HW/DOW
depending on
its BTEX
content,
leachate
characteristics,
and flash point.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Empty Glycol drums/barrels may
be used for storing waste glycol.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•

free/volatile glycol
low flash point / flammability

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation.

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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Waste Description

Lube Oils (Used)
Source: Engine oils,
compressor oils, gear oils,
transmission oils, hydraulic oils,
etc.)

Designation

Storage On-Site

HW

Store in barrels/drums and
labeled on pallets upright
with lids and bungs in place
in the designated area of the
Waste Storage Yard
(imperviously lined and
bermed area).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Empty Lube Oil drums/barrels may
be used for storing waste lube oil.

Physical Description: Liquid oil
with oily consistency for
lubrication in machinery. Usually
yellowish in color

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•

free/volatile lube oil
low flash point / flammability

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation.

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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Waste Description

Designation

Storage On-Site

C. Semi-Solids and Miscellaneous
HW
Store in Grizzly Tank (Tank
Grizzly Tank (Tank
002).
002) Material

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Solids separate from liquids, for the
collection of the semi-solid for
disposal.

Source: Solids that separate
out from the F-31X Treatment
and Injection Facility
Physical Description: Semisolid material

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location

Semi-solid mixture collected directly
from the Grizzly Tank (Tank 002) is
removed via tri-axel vacuum truck
and transported to an IOR
Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•
•

free/volatile components of oil
or condensate
low flashpoint / flammable
residues
spontaneous combustion
potential

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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Waste Description

Heat Exchanger
Material
Source: Cleaning of heat
exchangers

Designation

Storage On-Site

HW

Leave in the heat exchanger.
NOTE: Waste is generated
when heat exchanger(s)
undergo cleaning. This
event occurs when needed
(~10 years).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Semi-solid is removed via a vacuum
truck and taken to the F-31X
Treatment and Injection Facility.

Physical Description: Semisolid material

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Water resulting from the treatment
facility is injected into F-31X well
into the sub-surface formation. Oil
resulting from the treatment facility
is collected via vacuum truck and
reintroduced into the CPF process.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•
•

free/volatile components of oil
or condensate
low flashpoint / flammable
residues
spontaneous combustion
potential

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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Waste Description

Inlet Separator
Material
Source: Cleaning of inlet
separator

Designation
HW

Storage On-Site
Leave in the inlet separator.
NOTE: Waste is generated
when the inlet separator(s)
undergoes cleaning. This
event occurs when needed
(~1-3 years).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Semi-solid is removed via a vacuum
truck and transported to the F-31X
Treatment and Injection Facility.

Physical Description: Semisolid material

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Water resulting from the treatment
facility is injected into F-31X well
into the sub-surface formation. Oil
resulting from the treatment facility
is collected via vacuum truck and
reintroduced into the CPF process.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•
•

free/volatile components of oil
or condensate
low flashpoint / flammable
residues
spontaneous combustion
potential

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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Waste Description

Laboratory Waste
Source: On site laboratory
analysis (field tests)
Physical Description: Solid or
liquid. Preservative vials, nitrile
gloves, laboratory reagents,
glassware, old lab equipment.

Designation

Storage On-Site

HW

Laboratory reagents must be
collected in labeled
barrels/pails as advised by
the Operations and
Environment Support
Technician or Environmental
Advisor. Keep reagents
separated, do not
comingle.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

NOTE: Solid laboratory
reagents must be stored in
a barrel/pail that is
compatible with the
reagent, as some reagents
may be corrosive.
Old laboratory equipment,
glassware, empty
preservative vials, etc., must
be disposed of in appropriate
laboratory waste containers
(in lab) and compiled into a
larger waste tote for
appropriate disposal. Full
waste totes must be stored in
the designated area of the
Waste Storage Yard
(imperviously lined and
bermed area).

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•
•
•

toxic compounds
spontaneously combustible
oxidizing (reactive)
compounds
corrosive compounds

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

chemical resistant gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•
•

fluid may have high heavy
metals contents
soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Mercury (Used)
Source: Old laboratory
equipment
Physical Description:
Thermometers

Designation

Storage On-Site

HW

Store inside a large container
clearly labeled “Mercury-DO
NOT OPEN” with a tight fitted
lid. Oil absorbent matter (i.e.
rags) must be placed around
the item to protect it from
breaking or sudden shock.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Mercury containing waste
containers must be stored in
the “red shed” located within
the fenced area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•

mercury

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor/dust
inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

chemical resistant gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Designation

Storage On-Site

Naturally Occurring
Radioactive
Material (NORM)*

NORM

Refer to the IOR Document
Alberta Program for the
Management of
Naturally Occurring
Radioactive Material
(NORM)which can be found
on the Environmental
Toolbox

*This is not a regular waste type
encountered at NWO
Source: By-product waste
streams, impacted
equipment/materials. Can be
generated from radioactive salts
(barium sulphate) in produced
water (radium) and radon in
natural gas

NOTE: If you encounter
NORM’s, contact the
Operations and
Environment Support
Technician or
Environmental Advisor
immediately.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Refer to the IOR Document Alberta
Program for the Management of
Naturally Occurring Radioactive
Material (NORM)which can be
found on the Environmental
Toolbox
Equipment exposed to NORM’s
must be cleaned, tested, and
classified prior to the equipment
being put back into service.

Physical Description: Various
forms
SPECIALLY TRAINED AND
LICENCED PERSONNEL
MUST BE ENGAGED WHEN
DEALING WITH NATURALLY
OCCURING RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL AS IT IS
EXTREMELY DANGEROUS
TO HUMAN HEALTH.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Refer to the IOR Document Alberta
Program for the Management of
Naturally Occurring Radioactive
Material (NORM) can be found on
the Environmental Toolbox

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•

•
•

long-term unprotected
overexposure to radiation is
associated with increased
risk of lung cancer and
leukemia
inhaling/ ingesting alpha and
beta dust
external exposure to gamma
radiation is a concern, but not
a serious hazard

Can be controlled by:
•

limiting exposure duration,
distance and proper PPE

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•

•
•

gloves; leather or rubber
coveralls (plastic are easier to
decontaminate and hooded
are preferred when working
inside tanks)
rubber boots
HEPA respirator / supplied air
goggles or full face respirator

Protect yourself because
breathing in the dust is the
biggest risk!
Potential environmental effects:
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

Radioactive impaction of
soils, exposure to humans,
wildlife and aquatic
ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Pigging Wax
Solvent
Source: Preventative
maintenance for the removal of
wax deposits

Designation

Storage On-Site

HW

Large volumes must be
stored in sealed and properly
labeled drums/barrels in the
designated area of the Waste
Storage Yard (imperviously
lined and bermed area).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Pigging wax solvent may be re-used
as appropriate.

Physical Description: Semisolid waxy solvent; liquid and
wax

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•
•

free/volatile components of oil
or condensate
low flashpoint / flammable
residues
spontaneous combustion
potential

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, vapor
inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

PCB* (Material and
Equipment)
*This is not a regular waste type
encountered at NWO
Source: (i.e. old transformers).
Electrical non-conducting fluids
used as insulators and heat
exchanging fluids to prevent
overheating in transformers,
capacitors and older electrical
switching units. Banned in 1977.
Physical description: Metal
equipment or other solids
impacted with PCB liquids. PCB
liquids are clear to yellow, are
not soluble in water and have a
bitter smell. May be cloudy after
used.

Designation

Storage On-Site

HW/DOW

PCB-containing materials and
equipment - contact
Environmental Advisor on a
case by case basis.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•

PCBs

NOTE: All PCB-containing
material in storage must be
properly labeled and
registered with
Environment Canada.

Most probable worker exposure
routes:

NOTE: If you encounter
PCB’s, contact the
Operations and
Environment Support
Technician or
Environmental Advisor
immediately.

Recommended personal protective
equipment:

SPECIALLY TRAINED AND
LICENSED PERSONNEL
MUST BE ENGAGED WHEN
DEALING WITH PCBCONTAINING MATERIALS
AND EQUIPMENT AS IT IS
EXTREMELY DANGEROUS
TO HUMAN HEALTH.

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

•

•
•
•
•

skin/eye contact, vapor/dust
inhalation

chemical resistant gloves
safety glasses / goggles /
face shield
safety boots, disposable
coveralls
carbon filter mask or SCBA

Potential environmental effects:
•

Non-biodegradable and can
bio-accumulate in all types
of life forms through the food
chain and eventually to
humans. Heating or
incineration can produce
dioxins and furans.
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Salt Bath Heater
Salt
Source: Salt bath heater
Physical Description: Salt
consistency that can liquefy at
high temperatures

Designation

Storage On-Site

Non-HW

Store spent/unclean salt in
sealed and properly labeled
waste totes in the designated
area of the Waste Storage
Yard (imperviously lined and
bermed area).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Re-use in as appropriate.

Store clean salt bath heater
salt temporarily behind F-107
for reuse

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•

oxidizing salts (i.e. NaNO3,
NaNO2)
dust

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
resulting from salt
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Sewage

Designation
Non-HW

Storage On-Site

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site

Store in on-site sewage
storage tanks.

Source: Human waste
Physical Description: Semisolid containing mainly water

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Town of Norman Wells sewage
lagoon.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•

biohazardous materials (i.e.
fecal coliform)

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat

Potential environmental effects:
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and groundwater impacts
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Tank and Vessel
Bottom Materials
Source: Cleaning of tank and
vessel bottoms
Physical description: Semisolid material

Designation

Storage On-Site

HW

Leave in the tank and vessel
bottoms.
NOTE: Waste is generated
when tank and vessel
bottoms undergo cleaning.
This event occurs when
needed (~1-3 years).

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Small Volumes:
Semi-solid is removed via a vacuum
truck and taken to the F-31X
Treatment and Injection Facility.
Large Volumes:
Not treated on site.

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
For small volumes taken to F-31
Treatment and Injection Facility:
Water resulting from the treatment
facility is injected into F-31X well
into the sub-surface formation. Oil
resulting from the treatment facility
is collected via vacuum truck and
reintroduced into the CPF process.
Large Volumes:
Semi-solid mixture collected directly
from tanks and vessels is removed
via tri-axel vacuum truck and
transported to an IOR Approved
Third Party Waste Receiver.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:
•
•
•

free/volatile components of oil
or condensate
low flashpoint / flammable
residues
spontaneous combustion
potential

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
•

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.

soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and
aquatic ecosystems
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NORMAN WELLS OPERATIONS WASTE INFORMATION TABLE

Waste Description

Well Workover
Materials

Designation
HW

Storage On-Site
Semi-solid mixture is stored
in the well services open top
tank.

Treatment and
Recycling On-Site
Semi-solid mixture settles naturally
allowing the excess fluid to be
removed and taken to the F-31X
Treatment and Injection Facility.

Source: Rig work and activities
Physical Description: Semisolid mixture containing residual
hydrocarbon and additives
(specific additives for mud
mixing)

Worker Exposure, Safety
Issues and Potential
Environmental Effects

Final Location
Water resulting from the treatment
facility is injected into F-3X1 well
into the sub-surface formation. Oil
resulting from the treatment facility
is collected via vacuum truck and
reintroduced into the CPF process.

Potential worker exposure and
safety concerns:

Semi-solid mixture collected directly
from the Well Services Tank (“Big
Red”) are removed via tri-axel
vacuum truck and transported to an
IOR Approved Third Party Waste
Receiver.

•

•
•

free/volatile components of oil
or condensate
low flashpoint / flammable
residues
spontaneous combustion
potential

Most probable worker exposure
routes:
•

skin/eye contact, inhalation

Recommended personal protective
equipment:
•
•
•
•

gloves
safety glasses / goggles
coveralls, boots, hard hat
face shield as appropriate

Potential environmental effects:
•
soil and/or water impacts
harmful to terrestrial and aquatic
ecosystems

HW=Hazardous Waste
All waste material placed in the Hazardous Waste Storage Yard is REQUIRED to have a clear and visible label.
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Appendix C. NWO Waste Storage Area Map
The NWO Waste Storage Area Map depicts both the Well Services Yard and the
Hazardous Waste Storage Yard and is filed behind this page.
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Appendix D. The IOR Waste Transporter Inspection Checklist
An UNCONTROLLED COPY of the IOR Waste Transporter Inspection Checklist is filed
behind this page.
Note: Please contact the Operations and Environmental Support Technician or Environmental
Advisor for the current list or access from the online Environment Toolbox under OIMS
sharepoint (system 6-5).
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IOR/EMC Waste Transporter Inspection Checklist
INSTRUCTIONS: Third parties utilized for transport and disposal of wastes generated by company operations are to be
assessed and monitored to ensure that their methods and facilities are in accordance with company policy and
objectives and regulatory requirements as per OIMS System 6-5. Complete 2 Transporter Inspections per year.
Selection of contractors or waste shipments should be based on higher risk scenarios (for example: large hazardous
waste shipments, new drivers or waste hauling subcontractors). Follow the instructions at the end of the form once the
assessment is complete.
LOCATION:
____
Driver Name:
Company:
Province:
________________________________
Tractor/Truck Number: _________________________
1
Tractor/Truck CVIP Expiry Date: _________________
1.
2.
3.

Valid Driver’s license
Valid & Signed TDG Certificate
Valid Insurance

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Date:
Time:
IOR Inspector: __________________________________
Unit Number – Tanker One: _______________________
– Tanker Two: _______________________
N/A
N/A
N/A

4.
5.
6.

Valid WHMIS Certificate
Valid H2S Certificate
Respiratory Protection

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

N/A
N/A
N/A

LPO
Complete an LPO for this Contractor. If you select “No” or “N/A”, please explain under Comments.

Yes

VISUAL INSPECTION

TANKER ONE

TANKER TWO

Tranporter has the following items:
o Bonding Cable

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

No

N/A

o

Wheel Chocks

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

o

Loading/Unloading Procedures

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

o

Overfill protection

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

o

Spill Kit

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Part B of waste manifest completed correctly, signed and dated by
transporter

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

TDG Placards in good condition and placed on all sides of truck
PIN Number:________ (e.g. UN1267)

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

TDG PIN # matches manifest

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Transporters aware of IOR/EM and Regulatory manifest distribution and
retention requirements? (e.g. manifests also required for non-hazardous
waste)

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Transporter aware of requirement not to comingle IOR/EM waste with any
material (water or another operator’s waste) between source and final
destination?

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Transporter aware of requirement to transport waste directly and only to third
party waste receiver indicated on shipping document.

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Transporter aware that IOR/EM authorizer on manifest must be contacted
immediately in the event of an emergency or irregular/abnormal event?

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Tanks adequately cleaned between different product/waste shipments? Ask
driver to describe tank cleaning process.

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

1

CVIP: Commercial Vehicle Inspection Program

Last Updated 11/15/2012

1 of 2

Tank Spec Via Data Plate
Example: TC or MC 306 Crude - Located on Left Front Frame of Tank

CVIP Decal Expiry – Current - Yearly Inspection - Alberta Decal Blue /

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Visual Defects [note any defects in Comments section of this form

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Product Pump/Hose/Trailer Leaks

Yes

No

N/A

Yes

No

N/A

Saskatchewan Yellow, BC Red Located on Left Front Side of Tank

External Visual Test Date (V) – Current
Yearly Inspections For: TC306, TC406, TC307 & TC407 (or DOT "MC" tanks)
Inspection every 2.5 Years For: TC306 Crude, TC406 Crude
Located on Right Front or Right Side of Tank

Internal Visual Test Date (I) – Current
Inspected every 5 years - Located on Right Front or Right Side of Tank

Leak Test Date (K) – Current
Yearly Inspections For: TC306, TC406, TC307 & TC407 (or DOT "MC" tanks)
Inspection every 2.5 Years For: TC306 Crude, TC406 Crude
Located on Right Front or Right Side of Tank

Pressure Test Date (P) - Current
Inspected every 5 years - Located on Right Front or Right Side of Tank

Lining Test Date (L) – may not be applicable – Current
Yearly Inspection - Located on Right Front or Right Side of Tank

COMMENTS
Record any follow-up actions or observations in this section.

SIGNATURES:

Driver:_________________________

Inspector:_________________________

Please Scan and E-mail a Copy of this Completed Inspection to:
Haider Moubayed, Waste Technologist
E-mail: haider.moubayed@esso.ca
Phone: (403) 766-1391
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COMMITMENT TO OIMS 6-5

Last Updated 11/15/2012
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Appendix E. NWO Waste Movement Form
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Appendix F. NWO On-Site Waste Stewardship Forms
The Norman Wells Waste Storage Area Inspection Checklist, Norman Wells
Temporary Waste Storage Area Inspection Checklist, and the Norman Wells
Waste Storage Area Inventory form are filed behind this page.
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Norman Wells Waste Storage Yard Inspection Checklist

Inspector:
Inspection Month:
Date of Inspection:

Item

Acceptable

Comments

Follow Up Action, required?

Muster Area is identified
Fire extinguisher is in inspector truck
No ignition sources
Gate is locked and secure – no issues securing lock
No random garbage
Waste Storage Area signage is in tact
No FULL waste totes outside of fenced area
No containers are stored in standing water
Waste containers are in good condition-no visible
leaks
Waste containers are sealed and with lids – proper
containment
No waste containers without labels
Waste totes WITH labels -clear and visible
Waste totes are separated according to label and
signage
Other observations
Additional Comments

Page 1

Norman Wells Temporary Waste Storage Area Inspection

Inspector:
Inspection Month:
Date of Inspection:

Item

Acceptable

Comments

Follow Up Action,
required?

Muster Area is identified
Fire extinguisher is in inspector truck
No ignition sources
If signage is present, signage is clear and visible
No random garbage
No standing water in temporary storage area
Temporary storage area is intact, no erosion, leaks or
potential releases
Other Observations
Additional Comments

Page 2

Norman Wells Waste Storage Yard Inventory

Inspector:
Inspection Month:
Date of Inspection:

Waste Stream

How
many (#)

Comments

Follow Up Action Required?

Empty Barrels/Drums
Oily Rags/Cont. Insulation
Waste Lube Oils
Empty Lube Oil Pails, if separated out
Waste Process Liquids, if separated out
Desiccants and Process Media
Contaminated Soil/Gravel
Batteries
Miscellaneous
Fluorescent Bulbs
Blubs – Not fluorescent
Small Alkaline Batteries
Waste Glycol
Spent Pigs
Half-filled waste totes (in half-filled section)
Additional Comments

Signature:

Date:

Signing off this page indicates to the Environmental Advisor that your document is current.
NOTE: Please provide a signed-off copy of this form to Environmental Advisor.
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